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AI 

• Science and engineering of computer systems considering 
both software and hardware

• Applications consider tasks that draw  parallel to human 
capabilities – visual perception, communication, decision making, 
planning

• AI systems can learn from data (experience) and improve own 
performance over time 

• Various methods are used to achieve this: machine learning (deep 
learning), logical reasoning, expert and rule-based systems, case-
based reasoning









Biological vision

• Purpose: survival and reproduction 

– We are good in recognizing each others

– We are bad in interpreting bar-codes

– We are easilly fooled by optical illusions









How your brain sees your body



Robotics and AI are everywhere

OutdoorIndustry Service





Trimble and Boston Dynamics Announce Strategic Alliance to 
Extend the Use of Autonomous Robots



‘Cognitive agents’

“Amelia understands what you actually mean”

…  Amelia can comprehend the underlying meaning

     of what is communicated just as a human would.
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A paradigm shift in the interaction with technology

Command 
Prompt

Graphical User 
Interface

AI-enabled natural 
language interface

Use complex commands to 
perform tasks manually

Use a clickable interface to 
perform tasks manually

Write or speak in natural language 
to perform tasks automatically













Tools

• PDFgear Chatbot – extract info from PDF files

• GrammarlyGO  - generate content, rewrite, …

• Quizlet – help with memorizing information

• Duolingo – language learning app

• Slack – online messaging

• Jasper – writing assistant, works with topics

• WriteMage – integrates ChatGPT – generating ideas

• Open edX – learning platform (EdX + GPT), accessing courses etc

• Ivy.ai – mostly chatbot

• Kahoot – game-based learning platform, supports more personalized learning

• Notion AI – interactive, mostly writing assistant







A I  C o m p e t e n c e
o f S w e d e n

Stödja Innovation 
och tillämpning

Utbildning och
kompetensutveckling

Forskning

Avancerad
Digitalisering

Övriga högskolor & 
universitet 

Utveckling och användning av AI Myndigheter, regioner, kommuner || Näringslivet

elementsofai.se

AI Innovation, Competence and Research Ecosystem













What is next? Grounding in experience

Experience GroundsLanguage: Improving languagemodels beyond the world of text - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQm7-X4gts4










Automating tasks at Karolinska





Relevance for various sectors

1. Fraud/cheating detection: Analyzing large volumes of data, identifying suspicious patterns 
or transactions. 

2. Customer and employee service: Chatbots and virtual assistants powered by NLP to find 
relevant information, educate and train …

3. Risk management: Analyze operational (financial, supply chain, legislation) data to assess 
customers and manage risks.

4. Personalization: Personalize experiences for customers by analyzing their habits, 
preferences, and behavior thus offering tailored products.

5. Compliance and regulatory reporting: improve compliance with regulatory requirements 
and reporting standards. 

6. Resource management: analyze market trends, assess portfolio performance, identify  
opportunities for growth (market, investment, customer). 



Ethical and moral considerations





MIT’s moral machine

A platform for gathering a human 
perspective on moral decision made by 

machine intelligence, such as self-driving 
cars.



Ethical aspects of AI

1. Privacy: AI systems should be designed to protect user data and 
ensure that user privacy is respected. 

2. Transparency: AI systems should be designed to be transparent 
and explainable, so that users can understand how the system 
works and why it makes certain decisions. 

3. Fairness: AI systems should be designed to be fair and 
unbiased, so that they do not discriminate against certain groups of 
people.

 4. Accountability: AI systems should be designed to be 
accountable, so that users can hold the system accountable for 
any mistakes or errors it makes.

 5. Security: AI systems should be designed to be secure, so that 
they are not vulnerable to malicious attacks or misuse.



Moral aspects of AI

1. Autonomy: AI systems should be designed to respect the autonomy of 
users and ensure that users have control over their data and 
decisions. 

2. Responsibility: AI systems should be designed to be responsible and to 
take into account the potential consequences of their decisions. 

3. Dignity: AI systems should be designed to respect the dignity of users 
and ensure that users are treated with respect. 

4. Equality: AI systems should be designed to be equitable and to ensure 
that all users are treated equally. 

5. Justice: AI systems should be designed to ensure that justice is served 
and that users are not unfairly treated.



THE END



AI and supply chain





INDUSTRY 4.0



HEALTH/WELLBEING



FASHION INDUSTRY



SERVICE
TRAVEL

EDUCATION
FINANCIAL
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